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Abstract

The home-market effect, first hypothesized by Linder (1961) and later formalized by Krugman (1980), is the idea that countries with larger demand for some products at home tend to have larger sales of the same products abroad. In this paper, we develop a simple test of the home-market effect using detailed drug sales data from the global pharmaceutical industry. The core of our empirical strategy is the observation that a country’s exogenous demographic composition can be used as a predictor of the diseases that its inhabitants are most likely to die from and, in turn, the drugs that they are most likely to demand. We find that the correlation between predicted home demand and sales abroad is positive and greater than the correlation between predicted home demand and purchases from abroad. In short, countries tend to be net sellers of the drugs that they demand the most, as predicted by Linder (1961) and Krugman (1980). JEL Codes: F1, O3.
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I INTRODUCTION

Do countries with larger domestic markets for some products tend to sell more of those same products in foreign markets? The idea that local demand may stimulate exports is an old one. First hypothesized by Linder (1961) and later formalized by Krugman (1980), the so-called home-market effect has become a central tenet of the new trade theory (Helpman and Krugman, 1985, 1989) and the new economic geography literature (Fujita et al., 2001). In terms of policy, it implies that import protection may be used as export promotion, a view often more popular in business communities than among economists (Krugman, 1984).

To establish the empirical validity of the home-market effect, one must overcome a key challenge. While theory predicts that the cross-sectional variation in demand causes the pattern of international specialization, observable demand shifters are rarely available in practice. National accounts, for instance, may report how much a country spends on a particular good. But expenditures depend on prices, which themselves depend on supply, not just on demand conditions.

In this paper, we propose a simple test of the home-market effect that uses variation in disease burdens across countries as a way to address this empirical challenge. Our starting point is the observation by Acemoglu and Linn (2004) that demographic groups who are more likely to die from particular diseases—because of exogenous characteristics—are also more likely to demand pharmaceutical treatments that target those diseases. In their original paper, Acemoglu and Linn (2004) exploit such demographic variation over time within the United States to estimate the impact of market size on innovation. Here, we employ the spatial analog of this strategy, drawing on cross-sectional variation in the demographic composition of different countries in a given year, to explore how exogenous variation in demand may shape the pattern of trade.

Intuitively, our empirical strategy exploits the twin facts that disease burdens vary by demographic groups, and that countries vary in their demographic composition, to construct a “predicted disease burden” measure for each disease in each country in a given year, which measures the average country-level disease burden that would be expected given a country’s demographic structure. Using this measure, we can then test for the existence of the home-market effect by estimating (i) whether higher (predicted) disease burdens at home tend to increase the sales of domestic drugs treating those diseases abroad (what we term the weak home-market effect), and if so, (ii) whether they tend to increase them by more than the sales of foreign drugs at home (our strong home-market effect).
To take a concrete example, consider the drug famotidine (known as Pepcid® in the United States). Famotidine is used to treat peptic ulcers and gastro-esophageal reflux, and was discovered in Japan (Hara, 2003)—a country known for particularly high incidence rates of peptic ulcers. In our data, individuals in Japan are nearly twice as likely to die from digestive disorders than are individuals in the rest of the world (0.266 deaths per 1,000 population annually in Japan, relative to 0.170 on average in other countries). Looking at data on Japan’s exports and imports, sales of Japanese drugs targeting peptic ulcers and gastro-esophageal reflux diseases outside Japan account for 10.35% of world sales, compared to an average of 4.54% for all other disease categories. More strikingly, Japan is a net importer in the pharmaceutical sector as a whole, but is a net exporter of drugs targeting peptic ulcers, reflux, and related digestive diseases.

While the previous observation is consistent with the potential existence of the home-market effect, building an empirical paper around such examples is challenging for many reasons. In this particular case, Cleave (1962) conjectures that Japan has higher rates of peptic ulcers due to differences in dietary consumption (namely, higher consumption of salty foods), but cross-country variation in diets could at least in part reflect differences in relative prices, and hence supply considerations. Our empirical strategy, based on the type of demographic variation exploited by Acemoglu and Linn (2004), is designed to address such endogeneity issues.¹

The rest of our paper is organized as follows. After discussing the related literature in Section II, we present a flexible model of the supply and demand for pharmaceutical drugs in Section III. For expositional purposes, we first study a perfectly competitive environment. In this context, we introduce a simple test of the weak and strong home-market effects based on a log-linear approximation of our model around a symmetric equilibrium and characterize the conditions for such effects to arise. We then show that the same test remains valid in a range of imperfectly competitive environments, including the one considered in Krugman (1980). Our theoretical analysis highlights the role of sector-level economies of scale, while clarifying that their particular determinants may be irrelevant for the validity of our test.

Section IV describes our data. Our empirical analysis draws on a linkage between two datasets. The first one documents sales in 56 countries of more than 20,000 molecules by roughly 2,650 firms, which we convert to a dataset of bilateral sales at the disease level, by matching each firm to the country in which it is headquartered and each molecule to the disease that it targets.² The second dataset documents the demographic composition of

¹Other applications of this strategy can be found in DellaVigna and Pollet (2007) and Jaravel (2018).
²Our dataset does not contain information about location of production. Thus, we cannot shed light
and disease burdens in the same 56 countries, which we use to compute predicted disease burdens by country and disease.

Section V presents our main results. Our simple test focuses on a log-linear specification where bilateral sales of drugs targeting different diseases are allowed to depend on (i) disease burdens in the destination country, i.e., the country where drugs are sold; (ii) disease burdens in the origin country, i.e., the country where firms selling those drugs are headquartered; and (iii) a full vector of disease indicator variables and destination-and-origin indicator variables. Everything else equal, we document that countries tend to sell relatively more of the drugs for which they have higher disease burdens, in line with the existence of a weak home-market effect. Furthermore, the elasticity of sales towards foreign countries tends to be higher than the elasticity of purchases from foreign countries, consistent with the existence of a strong home-market effect.

Section VI analyzes further the economic determinants of the home-market effect. While the previous results provide empirical support for the notion of a home-market effect in the global pharmaceutical sector, the existence and magnitude of this phenomenon depend, according to our model, on both demand and supply elasticities. Our last results point towards the home-market effect being driven by substantial economies of scale at the sector-level rather than low elasticities of demand. Quantitatively, the sector-level economies of scale that we estimate in the pharmaceutical industry are about 25% smaller than those that Krugman’s (1980) monopolistically competitive model predicts.

II RELATED LITERATURE

The literature on the home-market effect is large and varied. As we explain below, the variation derives in part from the use of related, but distinct, definitions of “the” home-market effect by different authors.

Whereas both Linder’s (1961) and Krugman’s (1980) original work emphasize the consequences of cross-country differences in demand for the pattern of trade, Helpman and Krugman (1985) focus instead on whether larger countries tend to specialize in sectors with larger economies of scale.3 Subsequent work by Davis (1998), Head et al. (2002), Holmes and Stevens (2005), and Behrens et al. (2009) provide additional conditions on the nature of trade costs as well as the number of goods and countries under which the latter pattern may or may not arise. Amiti (1998), in turn, studies whether larger countries

---

3Ethier (1982) discusses similar issues in a perfectly competitive model with external economies of scale.
should have a comparative advantage in sectors with higher trade costs. Motivated by the theoretical predictions of Helpman and Krugman (1985), Hanson and Xiang (2004) show that high-GDP countries tend to sell disproportionately more in sectors with larger transportation costs and lower elasticities of substitution, a measure of sector-level economies of scale under monopolistic competition. In related work, Feenstra et al. (2001) document that high-GDP countries tend to be net exporters of differentiated goods, which they also interpret as evidence of a home-market effect in such industries.4

A number of more recent theoretical papers have extended the work of Krugman (1980) to study the implications of non-homothetic preferences for the pattern of trade and foreign direct investment; see Fajgelbaum et al. (2011, 2015) and Matsuyama (2015). A key prediction of these models is that in the presence of economies of scale, rich countries that have larger demand for high-quality goods will tend to specialize in those goods. As a result, they will trade more with, or invest more in, other rich countries, as also emphasized by Linder (1961). In these models, exogenous differences in income across countries play the same role as differences in preferences in Krugman (1980). In line with the previous models, Caron et al. (2015) document that the sectors on which high-GDP countries spend more also tend to be the sectors in which high-GDP countries export more. Dingel (2016) also offers empirical evidence consistent with the previous mechanism using information about shipment prices from different U.S. cities and the income composition of neighboring cities.

Our analysis is most closely related to the early empirical work of Davis and Weinstein (1996) and later studies by Davis and Weinstein (1999, 2003), Lundback and Torstensson (1998), Head and Ries (2001), Trionfetti (2001), Weder (2003), Crozet and Trionfetti (2008), and Brulhart and Trionfetti (2009). Like ours, the aforementioned papers focus on the impact of differences in demand on the pattern of international specialization. In their review of the literature, Head and Mayer (2004) conclude that this type of empirical evidence on the home-market effect is highly mixed.5 While empirical specifications and data sources vary across studies, the previous papers all share one key characteristic:

---

4Provided that the economy is subject to increasing returns to scale, one would also expect larger countries to have higher wages. In their survey of the literature, Head and Mayer (2004) refer to this prediction as the “price” aspect of the home-market effect. Though our analysis implicitly allows for such effects to be active, it focuses exclusively on the relationship between economies of scale, cross-country demand differences, and international specialization. This is what Head and Mayer (2004) refer to as the “quantity” aspect of the home-market effect.

5Given our focus on the pharmaceutical industry, it is worth nothing that Trionfetti’s (2001) sector-level test for the home-market effect is rejected for “Chemical Products.” Fabrizio and Thomas (2012) provide another estimate that is specific to the pharmaceutical industry. They document that pharmaceutical firms’ patenting is more correlated with home sales (and cultural proxies for home sales) than with foreign sales, thus suggesting a systematic relationship between home demand and firm-level innovation.
data on expenditure shares are used as a proxies for demand differences. As argued earlier, one non-trivial issue with such proxies is that differences in local supply conditions may also affect expenditure shares through their effects on local prices. This makes earlier tests of the home-market effect hard to interpret.

Compared to earlier work on the home-market effect, we view the approach in this paper as having both costs and benefits. Since the home-market effect emphasized by Linder (1961) and Krugman (1980) is about the causal effect of demand differences across countries, any test of this effect ultimately requires exogenous demand variation. While we have no silver bullet to deal with endogeneity issues, and we discuss the challenges associated with our approach later in the paper, we believe that using (predicted) disease burdens as observable demand shifters rather than expenditure shares is a significant step forward.

A first drawback of our empirical strategy is that its scope is restricted to an important, but single, industry.\(^6\) Another limitation of our dataset is that it does not allow us to distinguish between exports and foreign direct investment: we only observe total sales by firms headquartered in a particular country. Thus, the home-market effect that we identify may operate through both exports and foreign direct investment, not just exports as has been emphasized in the previous literature. The previous observation notwithstanding, it is not clear that if the only choice were to study either exports or the sum of exports and sales by foreign affiliates, one should prefer the former to the latter since the same economic forces are likely to be at play for both types of sales.

### III THE SIMPLE ECONOMICS OF THE HOME MARKET EFFECT

We begin with a theoretical analysis that is split into two steps. First, we consider a world economy with perfect competition (Section III.1) and develop a test of the home-market effect in this environment (Section III.2). This allows us to describe the logic of the home-market effect in the simplest possible way using supply and demand analysis. Second, we demonstrate how our test of the home-market effect and its economic interpretation may carry over to industries with imperfect competition, endogenous innovation, and

---

\(^6\)According to the World Trade Organization, global exports in the pharmaceutical industry grew faster between 1995 and 2014 than in any other besides fuel, surpassing $500 billion (or approximately three percent of global merchandise trade) by 2014. The pharmaceutical sector has also received considerable attention in recent trade agreements, particularly the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) and the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP).
price regulations (Section III.3). This illustrates the broader applicability of our empirical strategy and justifies using data from the pharmaceutical industry to implement our test in subsequent sections.

III.1 Perfectly Competitive Benchmark

Demand. To facilitate the connection between our theoretical and empirical analysis, we focus on an economy where individuals consume drugs that target multiple diseases, indexed by \( n \), as well as other goods, which we leave unspecified. Empirically, each disease \( n \) will correspond to a broad disease class like “cardiovascular diseases.” We assume that the aggregate consumption of drugs targeting disease \( n \) in country \( j \) can be expressed as

\[
D^n_j = \theta^n_j D(P^n_j / P^j) D^j,
\]

where \( D(\cdot) \) is a strictly decreasing function; \( P^n_j \) depends on the prices of drugs targeting disease \( n \) in country \( j \), as described below; \( D^j \) and \( P^j \) are endogenous country-specific demand shifters that are common to all drugs in country \( j \); and \( \theta^n_j \) is an exogenous disease-and-country-specific demand shifter, which we will later measure using data on disease burdens.

Within each disease category \( n \), drugs may be purchased from different countries. Any of these countries may be producing different versions of the same molecule (e.g. generic versus non-generic), different molecules targeting the same narrow disease (e.g. angiotensin II receptor blockers and beta blockers, both treatments for high blood pressure, a risk factor for hypertensive heart disease), or different molecules targeting different diseases within the same broad category (e.g. drugs targeting hypertensive heart disease vs. coronary artery disease, within the broad category of cardiovascular diseases). The previous considerations suggest imperfect substitutability between drugs from different countries, which we capture through the following specification,

\[
d^n_{ij} = d(p^n_{ij} / P^n_j) D^n_j,
\]

where \( d(\cdot) \) is a strictly decreasing function; \( d^n_{ij} \) denotes country \( j \)’s consumption of varieties from country \( i \) targeting disease \( n \), \( p^n_{ij} \) denotes the consumer price for these varieties, and \( P^n_j \) is implicitly defined by the solution to

\[
P^n_j = \sum p^n_{ij} d(p^n_{ij} / P^n_j).
\]
Given the level of aggregation in our empirical analysis, \( p_{nij} \) should itself be interpreted as a price index, aggregating prices across all firms from country \( i \) selling drugs targeting disease \( n \) in country \( j \). We will make this aggregation explicit in Sections III.3 and VI.1.\(^7\)

**Supply.** Perfectly competitive firms produce up to the point at which drug prices are equal to marginal costs. For each disease \( n \) and country \( i \), this leads to a supply curve,

\[
    s_i^n = \eta_i^n \cdot s(p_i^n),
\]

where \( p_i^n \) denotes the producer price of drugs targeting disease \( n \) in country \( i \) and \( \eta_i^n \) is a disease-and-country specific supply shifter, which may capture both technological and policy differences. Depending on whether there are external economies of scale or not, \( s(\cdot) \) may be upward- or downward-sloping. Trade is subject to iceberg frictions. To sell one unit of a given drug to country \( j \neq i \), firms from country \( i \) must ship \( \tau_{nij} \geq 1 \) units.\(^8\)

Without loss of generality, we set \( \tau_{nii} = 1 \) for all \( i \) and \( n \). Non-arbitrage implies

\[
    p_{nij} = \tau_{nij} p_i^n.
\]

**Equilibrium.** Supply equals demand for each drug,

\[
    s_i^n = \sum_j \tau_{nij} d_{ij}^n.
\]

### III.2 Weak and Strong Home-Market Effects

The home-market effect is the general idea that, everything else being equal, countries tend to sell more abroad in sectors for which they have larger domestic markets. Here,

\(^7\)For the purposes of testing the home-market effect, we do not need the previous demand functions to be consistent with the behavior of a representative agent in country \( j \), an assumption that may be particularly strong in a sector where demand involves physicians, pharmacists, insurers, and patients. We note, however, that equations (1)-(3) are consistent with the common assumption of nested CES utility functions, which corresponds to the special case where \( D(\cdot) \) and \( d(\cdot) \) are power functions.

\(^8\)Though we abstract from multinational production in our baseline model, equations (4) and (5) would still hold in a world economy with multinational activities à la Ramondo and Rodríguez-Clare (2013) and external economies of scale at the level of the headquarter country for each disease. In such an environment, \( \tau_{nij} \) would simply correspond to the minimum cost of accessing country \( j \) from country \( i \), either through exports or foreign direct investment; see Online Appendix A.1. Note also that while transport costs and tariffs are low in the pharmaceutical industry, drug sales exhibit significant home-bias. This is partly due to local regulations that act as non-tariff barriers; see Thomas (1994). For example, governments may favor domestic firms in granting approval or when negotiating prices. Iceberg trade costs in our baseline model aim to capture all the frictions involved when selling pharmaceuticals in foreign markets that appear to persist, notwithstanding the adoption of free trade agreements and international efforts to harmonize regulations.
we operationalize this idea in the context of a log-linearized version of our model around a symmetric equilibrium.

**Defining Home-Market Effects.** Let us start by considering the bilateral sales, \( x^n_{ij} \equiv p^n_{ij} d^n_{ij} \), of drugs targeting disease \( n \) by firms from country \( i \) in country \( j \neq i \). Around a symmetric equilibrium with trade costs, \( \tau \geq 1 \), and common demand and supply shocks across countries and diseases, we can express bilateral sales, up to a first-order approximation, as

\[
\ln x^n_{ij} = \delta_{ij} + \delta^n + \beta_M \ln \theta^n_j + \beta_X \ln \theta^n_i + \epsilon^n_{ij},
\]

where \( \delta_{ij} \) is an origin-destination-specific term that captures systematic determinants of bilateral trade flows such as physical distance or whether countries \( i \) and \( j \) share the same language; \( \delta^n \) is a disease-specific term that captures worldwide variation in demand and supply conditions across drugs targeting different diseases; \( \beta_M \) is the elasticity of trade flows with respect to demand shocks in the importing country; \( \beta_X \) is the elasticity of trade flows with respect to demand shocks in the exporting country \( j \); and \( \epsilon^n_{ij} \) is a residual that captures idiosyncratic variation in trade costs and supply conditions.

Provided that demand shocks, supply shocks, and trade costs are close enough to their values in a symmetric equilibrium, the previous elasticities can be mapped into the structural parameters of Section III.1, as we do in Online Appendix A.2. The key benefit of log-linearizing our model around a symmetric equilibrium is that we obtain elasticities, \( \beta_M \) and \( \beta_X \), that have a structural interpretation—discussed in detail below—and are constant across origins, destinations, and diseases—which is appealing from an econometric standpoint. The main drawback of our approach is that it assumes away differential effects of demand in third countries, \( l \neq i, j \), on the bilateral sales of country \( i \) in country \( j \). In equation (7), the effects of demand in those countries is subsumed by the disease fixed effect, \( \delta^n \), which is a function of \( \sum_l \theta^n_l \). We come back to this point in Sections V.2 and VI.1.

To motivate our definition of the home-market effect, and help relate our analysis to earlier work in the literature, let us now go from bilateral to aggregate sales. Starting from equation (7), we can express total exports, \( X^n_i \equiv \sum_{j \neq i} x^n_{ij} \), and total imports, \( M^n_i \equiv \sum_{j \neq i} x^n_{ji} \),

\footnote{For instance, if we were to log-linearize around an equilibrium where trade costs are identical across diseases, but allowed to vary across country pairs, \( \tau^n_{ij} \equiv \tau_{ij} \), then the two elasticities in equation (7) would also vary across country pairs, i.e, we would have \( \beta_{M,ij} \) and \( \beta_{X,ij} \).}
as

\begin{align}
\ln X^n_i &= \delta^n + \beta_X \ln \theta^n_i + \ln \left( \sum_{j \neq i} (\theta^n_j)^{\beta_X} \exp(\delta_{ij} + \epsilon^n_{ij}) \right), \\
\ln M^n_i &= \delta^n + \beta_M \ln \theta^n_i + \ln \left( \sum_{j \neq i} (\theta^n_j)^{\beta_M} \exp(\delta_{ji} + \epsilon^n_{ji}) \right).
\end{align}

According to equation (8), a country tends to export more of the goods for which it has larger domestic demand if and only if \( \beta_X > 0 \). And according to equations (8) and (9), a country tends to be a net exporter of the goods for which it has a larger domestic market if and only if \( \beta_X > \beta_M \).\(^\text{10}\) Based on these two observations, we propose the following definition.

**Definition.** Trade flows satisfy the weak home-market effect if \( \beta_X > 0 \) and the strong home-market effect if \( \beta_X > \beta_M \).

This definition will be the basis of our empirical test of the home-market effect. Given data on bilateral sales, \( \{x^n_{ij}\} \), and observable demand shifters, \( \{\theta^n_i\} \), we will estimate \( \beta_X \) and \( \beta_M \) in equation (7) and test whether or not the two previous inequalities hold. This simple approach differs from earlier tests of the home-market effect in three important respects.

First, our empirical test has a structural interpretation, which is discussed below. Among other things, this allows one to discuss the origin of the error term in equation (7) and the extent to which one should expect the orthogonality condition to hold or not, important points that we come back to in Section V.2.

Second, and relatedly, our empirical test focuses on elasticities with respect to demand shocks, not expenditure shares. If preferences across sectors are Cobb-Douglas, the two elasticities are equivalent. Away from this empirically knife-edge case, they are not. Assuming that observable demand shocks are available, a case that we make in Section IV, using these shocks alleviates concerns about “false positives”—that is, positive correlations between exports and expenditure shares driven by unobserved supply shocks that are positively correlated with both exports and expenditure shares, absent any variation in demand.

Third, our definition introduces the distinction between the weak home-market effect, which focuses on gross exports, and the strong home-market effect, which focuses on net exports. As we argue next, the weak test, which is unique to our paper, provides a direct

\(^{10}\)Recall that if \( X/M \) is increasing in \( \theta \), then \( X - M = M(X/M - 1) \) must be positive for \( \theta \) high enough and negative otherwise.
way to identify departures from the predictions of neoclassical trade models. The strong test merely puts tighter bounds on the magnitude of these departures, if any.

**Economic Interpretation.** The economic forces that give rise to weak and strong home-market effects are best illustrated in a world economy comprising a large number of small open economies in the sense that each country is too small to affect the price of foreign varieties, but large enough to affect the price of its own varieties, as in Gali and Monacelli (2005).\(^{11}\) In this case, the two elasticities, \(\beta_X\) and \(\beta_M\), simplify into

\[
\beta_X = \frac{\lambda (1 - \epsilon^x)}{\epsilon^s + \epsilon^w},
\]

\[
\beta_M = 1 + \frac{\lambda^2 (1 - \epsilon^d)(\epsilon^x - \epsilon^D)}{(1 - \lambda \epsilon^d - (1 - \lambda) \epsilon^x)(\epsilon^s + \epsilon^w)},
\]

where \(\lambda > 0\) is the share of expenditure, as well as revenue, on domestic drugs in the symmetric equilibrium; \(\epsilon^d > 0\) and \(\epsilon^x > 0\) are the lower-level elasticities of demand for domestic and foreign varieties, respectively; \(\epsilon^D > 0\) is the upper-level elasticity of demand; \(\epsilon^w \equiv \lambda \epsilon^d + (1 - \lambda) \epsilon^x - \lambda^2 (1 - \epsilon^d)(\epsilon^d - \epsilon^D)/(1 - \lambda \epsilon^d - (1 - \lambda) \epsilon^x) > 0\) is the elasticity of world demand; and \(\epsilon^s\) is the elasticity of supply, which may be positive or negative, depending on whether there are economies of scale.

Suppose that \(\epsilon^x > 1\) so that countries with lower prices tend to have higher market shares abroad, which will be the empirically relevant case. Then, according to equation

\(^{11}\)Formally, we obtain the small open economy limit by taking the number of countries in the world economy to infinity and adjusting trade costs, \(\tau\), to leave the expenditure share on a country’s own good, \(\lambda\), at a constant and strictly positive level.
(10), there can only be a weak home-market effect in the presence of economies of scale,

\[ \epsilon^s < -\epsilon^w < 0. \]

In a neoclassical environment, an increase in domestic demand across sectors, i.e. a positive shift in \( \theta \), raises world demand, \( d \), and in turn, producer prices, \( p \), as depicted in Figure 1a. If the price elasticity of exports, \( \epsilon^x \), is strictly greater than one, this necessarily lowers the value of exports, \( X \), as depicted in Figure 1b. By lowering the price of goods with larger domestic markets, economies of scale can instead create a positive relationship between exports and domestic demand, as described in Figures 2a and 2b.\(^{12}\)

Suppose, in addition, that \( \epsilon^d > 1 \) and \( \epsilon^x \geq \epsilon^D \). The second inequality is another mild restriction that requires, for example, French and American drugs targeting cardiovascular diseases to be closer substitutes than drugs targeting cardiovascular and skin diseases. Under this restriction, equations (10) and (11) imply that a strong home-market effect arises if economies of scale are strong enough to dominate the direct effect of domestic demand on imports, namely if

\[
(12) \quad -\epsilon^w - \lambda [\epsilon^x - 1 + (\lambda (1 - \epsilon^d) (\epsilon^x - \epsilon^D)) / (1 - \lambda \epsilon^d - (1 - \lambda) \epsilon^x)] < \epsilon^s < -\epsilon^w.
\]

This situation is depicted in Figure 3.

\(^{12}\)Even under the assumption that \( \epsilon^x > 1 \), economies of scale are necessary, but not sufficient, for a weak home-market effect to arise. Namely, if economies of scale are so strong that the equilibrium is Marshallian unstable, with supply curves steeper than demand curves, \( -\epsilon^w < \epsilon^s < 0 \), then drugs with larger demand have higher prices, which leads to \( \beta_X < 0 \), like in a neoclassical environment.
III.3 Beyond Perfect Competition

We have conducted our theoretical analysis in a stylized model with perfect competition. The goal of this subsection is to establish the broader applicability of our empirical strategy. To do so, we provide four examples that illustrate how more complex economic environments may nevertheless generate equilibrium conditions similar to those presented in Section III.1, and, in turn, why our simple test and its economic interpretation may carry over to these environments.

Our first example considers a monopolistically competitive model similar to the one studied in Krugman’s (1980) original work, in which increasing returns at the sector level reflect consumers’ love for variety and the positive relationship between entry and sector size. The other three examples, motivated by some key features of the global pharmaceutical industry, introduce variable markups, endogenous innovation, and price regulations. For expositional purposes, we only sketch alternative models and summarize their main implications. Details can be found in Online Appendix A.3.

**Monopolistic Competition.** Consider an economy where what we have referred to as “country i’s variety” in Section III.1 is itself a composite of multiple differentiated varieties, each produced by monopolistically competitive firms, as in Krugman (1980).

Formally, suppose that country j’s consumption of drugs targeting disease n produced by a firm \( \omega \) from country i is given by

\[
d_{ij}^n(\omega) = (p_{ij}^n(\omega)/p_{ij}^n)^{-\sigma} d_{ij}^n,
\]

where \( p_{ij}^n = (\int (p_{ij}^n(\omega))^{1-\sigma} d\omega)^{1/(1-\sigma)} \) is the CES price index and \( \sigma > 1 \) is the elasticity.
of substitution between country $i$’s varieties. All other assumptions on the structure of demand are the same as in Section III.1. On the supply side, each firm must now pay an overhead fixed cost, $f^n_i > 0$, in order to produce. Once this fixed cost has been paid, firms have a constant marginal cost, $c^n_i > 0$. All firms maximize profits taking their residual demand curves as given and enter up to the point where profits net of the overhead fixed cost are equal to zero.

At the industry-level, the previous assumptions lead to a supply curve similar to (4). Let us define Home’s aggregate supply of drug $n$ as the following quantity index,

$$s^n_i = (\int (s^n_i(\omega))^{(\sigma-1)/\sigma} d\omega)^{\sigma/(\sigma-1)},$$

where $s^n_i(\omega) \equiv \sum_j \tau^n_{ij} d^n_{ij}(\omega)$ is the total quantity supplied by firm $\omega$, regardless of whether it is ultimately sold domestically or exported. Since demand is iso-elastic, monopolistically competitive firms charge constant markups, $\mu \equiv \sigma/(\sigma - 1)$, over marginal costs. Together with free entry, this leads to

$$s^n_i = (N^n_i)^{\sigma/(\sigma-1)} f^n_i / ((\mu - 1)c^n_i),$$

$$p^n_i = (N^n_i)^{1/(1-\sigma)} \mu c^n_i,$$

where we let $p^n_i \equiv p^n_{ii}$ denote the price index associated with country $i$’s varieties before trade costs have been incurred and we let $N^n_i$ denote the measure of firms producing drugs targeting disease $n$ in country $i$. The two previous expressions provide a parametric representation of the sector-level supply curve, with the number of firms $N^n_i$ acting as a parameter. In this case, one can eliminate $N^n_i$ to express the supply curve explicitly as

$$s^n_i = \eta^n_i (p^n_i)^{-\sigma},$$

with $\eta^n_i \equiv f^n_i(c^n_i)^{(\sigma-1)} \sigma^\sigma (\sigma - 1)^{(1-\sigma)}$. This is the counterpart of the supply equation (4). Finally, since firms charge the same markup $\mu$ in all markets, equation (5) must hold for the price indices, $p^n_{ij}$, of country $i$’s varieties of drug $n$ in any importing country $j$.

At this point, we have established that equations (1)-(5) continue to hold. By construction of our quantity index, equation (6) must hold as well, as shown in Online Appendix A.3. This implies that our test remains valid under monopolistic competition. The only distinction between the perfectly competitive model of Section III.1 and the present one is that monopolistic competition requires sector-level supply curves to be downward-sloping, with an elasticity equal to the opposite of the elasticity of substitution between
domestic varieties,

\[ \epsilon^s = -\sigma. \]

It is worth pointing out that the magnitude of the overhead fixed cost, \( f^n_i \), is irrelevant for the shape of \( s \) and, in turn, irrelevant for the existence of a home-market effect. Though pharmaceutical firms are well-known for having large expenditures on research and development relative to the cost of manufacturing a drug, it does not follow, according to this monopolistically competitive model, that home-market effects should be particularly strong in that industry. The economic variable of interest for home-market effects is the magnitude of industry-level returns to scale—determined by \( \sigma \) under monopolistic competition—not firm-level returns to scale.

Note also that in the special case considered by Krugman (1980)—with upper-level Cobb-Douglas utility, \( e^D = 1 \), and lower-level CES utility, \( e^x = e^d = \sigma \)—the home-market effect is always strong for a small open economy. Indeed, under these parametric restrictions, inequality (12) reduces to

\[ -\sigma - \lambda(\sigma - 1) < -\sigma < -\sigma + \lambda^2(\sigma - 1). \]

which must hold for any \( \lambda > 0 \) and \( \sigma > 1 \).

**Variable Markups.** Consider the same basic environment as in the previous example, but with a finite number of firms, \( N^n_i \), that compete à la Bertrand in each sector. To simplify the analysis, we assume that all demand functions are iso-elastic, with \( D(x) = d(x) = x^{-\epsilon} \), and that there is an arbitrarily large number of diseases. Together these assumptions imply that while markups may vary across origins and diseases, firms from country \( i \) producing drugs that target disease \( n \) will charge the same markup across all destinations. We will relax this restriction in our final example. The rest of the model is unchanged.

In equilibrium, firms still maximize their profits taking their residual demand curves as given, albeit internalizing the effect of their decisions on the domestic price index associated with each disease. This leads to markups that now vary with the number of firms \( N^n_i \). Formally, one can show that country \( i \)'s aggregate supply of drug \( n \) and its price index now satisfy

\[
\begin{align*}
  s^n_i & = (N^n_i)^{\sigma/(\sigma-1)} f^n_i / ((\mu(N^n_i) - 1)c^n_i), \\
  p^n_i & = (N^n_i)^{1/(1-\sigma)} \mu(N^n_i)c^n_i,
\end{align*}
\]
with $\mu(N^n_i) \equiv \frac{(1 - 1/N^n_i)^{\sigma + \epsilon d / N^n_i}}{(1 - 1/N^n_i)^{\sigma + \epsilon d / N^n_i - 1}}$ denoting the firms’ markup under Bertrand competition. Though one can no longer solve explicitly for $s^n_i$ as a function of $p^n_i$, the two previous expressions still provide a parametric representation of the sector-level supply curve. Since equations (1), (2), and (5) remain unchanged, the existence of such a curve is all we need to apply our test.

Locally, the price elasticity of supply is now given by

$$\epsilon^s = -\sigma \times \frac{(\mu - 1)^2 + (1 - 1/\sigma)(d \ln \mu / d \ln N)}{(\mu - 1)^2(1 - (\sigma - 1)(d \ln \mu / d \ln N))}.$$ 

Compared to monopolistic competition with constant markups, where $d \ln \mu / d \ln N = 0$, the supply elasticity is lower in absolute value, $|\epsilon^s| < \sigma$, whenever markups are decreasing with the number of firms, $d \ln \mu / d \ln N < 0$. This is what happens for $\sigma > \epsilon d$. In this case, the larger aggregate output in an industry is, the more firms there are, the lower the markups that they charge, and hence the lower the price that firms are willing to accept to produce a given aggregate quantity. At the sector-level, pro-competitive effects act as an additional source of increasing returns.

**Endogenous Innovation.** Let us now consider an economy where countries only produce a single variety of each drug, but unlike in our basic environment, this variety is produced by a monopolist that can invest in R&D, as in Krugman (1984). We follow the same strategy as in the previous example and assume that demand functions are iso-elastic, with $D(x) = d(x) = x^{-\epsilon d}$, and that there is an arbitrarily large number of drugs so that firms charge the same markup in all markets.

For each disease $n$, the monopolist in country $i$ takes the residual demand curve in each market as given when simultaneously choosing its prices, $p^n_{ij}$, and its unit cost of production, $c^n_i$, in order to maximize its profits,

$$\pi^n_i = \sum_j (p^n_{ij} - \tau^n_{ij} c^n_i) d(p^n_{ij} / P^n_j) D(P^n_j / P_j) \theta^n_j D_j - \eta^n_i f(c^n_i),$$

where $\eta^n_i f(c^n_i)$ denotes the amount of R&D required to have unit cost, $c^n_i$, which we assume to be strictly decreasing and convex.13 The first-order conditions associated with

---

13The monopolist could be a multinational firm. That is, fixed R&D costs—equal to $\eta^n_i f(c^n_i)$—and variable production costs—proportional to $\tau^n_{ij} c^n_i$—could be incurred in different countries, with $\tau^n_{ij} c^n_i$ the minimum cost of accessing country $j$ from country $i$ through foreign direct investment, like in Online Appendix A.1. Bilir and Morales (2018) provide evidence of productivity gains from R&D benefiting affiliates in different locations in the U.S. pharmaceutical industry.
this maximization problem imply the following version of the supply equation (4),

$$s^n_i = -\eta^n_i f'\left(\left(e^d - 1\right)p^n_i / e^d\right).$$

Under the assumption that $f(\cdot)$ is convex, drug-level supply curves are necessarily downward-sloping with local elasticity now given by

$$\epsilon^s = d \ln\left(-f'(\cdot)\right) / d \ln c.$$

The critical feature of the present model is that the marginal benefit of R&D is increasing with total output, which creates a negative relationship between output and prices. Online Appendix A.3 demonstrates that the same analysis extends to environments where the monopolist needs to pay a fixed cost in order to sell in each destination as well as in environments where the monopolist can use R&D to increase the quality of its drugs rather than to lower their costs.

**Price Regulations.** To conclude, we focus on an economy similar to the previous one, where monopolists are free to invest in R&D to lower their production costs, $c^n_i$, but we now let governments, rather than firms, set prices. Formally, we relax the non-arbitrage condition (5) and assume instead that

$$p^n_{ij} = \mu^n_{ij} c^n_i.$$

where the markup, $\mu^n_{ij}$, is taken as an exogenous characteristic that reflects the bargaining power of the government from country $j$ vis-à-vis the firm from country $i$ producing drugs that target disease $n$. For the same reason as in the previous example, supply satisfies

$$s^n_i = -\eta^n_i f'(c^n_i).$$

Except for equation (5), all other equations from Section III.1 still hold, with the convention $p^n_i \equiv c^n_i$. As demonstrated in Online Appendix A.3, this implies that equation (7) must hold as well, with the two elasticities, $\beta_X$ and $\beta_M$, still determined by the elasticities of supply and demand. The key difference is that the exogenous markups, $\mu^n_{ij}$, are now part of the error term in equation (7), a point to which we return in Section V.3.

**Summary.** The previous examples help clarify a number of points. First, there are many market structures, beyond Krugman’s (1980) monopolistically competitive environment, that can give rise to a home-market effect. Second, the existence of a home-market effect,
in each of these examples, is intimately related to the existence of increasing returns at the sector-level, i.e., whether or not supply slopes down. Third, depending on the particular market structure, the nature of sector-level economies of scale may be very different. In our final example, it depends on the elasticity of the marginal returns to R&D; previously, it derived from Marshallian externalities, love of variety, or pro-competitive effects. Fourth, independently of the nature of economies of scale, our test of the home-market effect remains valid. This suggests that our test of the home-market effect can be applied to many industries, including the global pharmaceutical industry. This is the empirical application that we now turn to.

IV DATA

Our analysis of the home-market effect rests on the correlation between a country’s pattern of sales across drugs in the pharmaceutical sector and its pattern of exogenously-given demand across those drugs. We therefore draw on a linkage between two datasets: one that documents sales by country at the drug level, which we convert to a dataset of bilateral sales as detailed below, and one that describes the demographically-driven burden of each disease in each country. In both cases we use data from one cross-section, from 2012, which suffices for testing the home-market effect since its prediction is cross-sectional in nature.

IV.1 Pharmaceutical Sales

In order to construct bilateral data on pharmaceutical sales, \( \{x_{ij}\} \), we draw on the IMS MIDAS dataset produced by the firm IMS Health. IMS is a market research firm that sells MIDAS and other data products to firms in the pharmaceutical and health care industries. By auditing retail pharmacies, hospitals, and other sales channels, the raw IMS MIDAS data record quarterly revenues and quantities by country at the “package” level, e.g. sales of a bottle of thirty 10mg tablets of the cholesterol-lowering drug Lipitor (atorvastatin). The data record unit sales and revenues (in local currency units), for both private and public purchasers.\(^\text{14}\)

Our version of the IMS MIDAS dataset covers sales in 56 destination countries.\(^\text{15}\)

\(^\text{14}\)Online Appendix B.3 describes how pharmaceutical sales from the IMS MIDAS dataset compare to those from two publicly available data sources: the OECD HealthStat database and the Medical Expenditure Panel Survey (MEPS).

\(^\text{15}\)The most recent versions of the IMS MIDAS dataset cover more than 70 countries. Our 56 destination countries are Algeria, Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Bulgaria, Canada, China (mainland),
Given the comprehensive nature of the dataset, the vast majority of high revenue drugs globally—over 20,000 unique molecules or combinations of molecules, both brand-name and generic—are included. Our sample includes sales by roughly 2,650 firms. We observe the name of the firm selling each drug in our dataset and have used this name to hand-match each firm to the country in which it is headquartered. We refer to this country as the origin country. Given this mapping of firms to origin countries, we then use the IMS MIDAS data on sales (for each drug) by firm in each destination country to measure bilateral sales, from origin country to destination country, for each drug. We reiterate that the resulting bilateral sales data do not differentiate between exports and FDI-driven sales; they comprise the sum of all channels through which a firm in origin country sells its product to consumers in destination country. In addition, our bilateral sales data do not capture licensing. For example, if Gilead licenses a treatment to several Indian pharmaceutical makers who then sell in other markets, those sales are attributed to the licensees rather than to Gilead.

The ten largest firms in our dataset in terms of sales (with origin country in parentheses) are, in descending order, Novartis (Switzerland), Pfizer (US), Merck & Co. (US), Sanofi-Aventis (France), Roche (Switzerland), AstraZeneca (UK), GlaxoSmithKline (UK), Johnson & Johnson (US), Eli Lilly & Co. (US), and Abbvie (US, a spin-off of Abbott Laboratories). While these top ten firms are headquartered in just four countries, firms in our dataset are headquartered in a total of 55 (out of a possible 56) different origin countries. Table 1 reports the distribution of global sales for the ten largest countries in terms of share of world sales, along with the number of firms that are headquartered in each of those countries. There is a clear skewness in both of these variables, so we conduct our

---

16As the firm identifier we use what IMS refers to as the “international corporation,” representing the firm selling in any given drug-destination. This is the parent company in the case of firms with local subsidiaries or with multiple divisions with different geographic or therapeutic specialties. We have been able to ascertain the headquarters location for firms that cover 94.49% of total 2012 sales in the IMS MIDAS dataset.

17The analysis in Section V uses a sample in which origin countries are only included if they also appear as destination countries (that is, they are one of the 56 destination markets in the IMS MIDAS dataset). This covers 89.04% of the total value of sales in the IMS MIDAS dataset. As discussed in Costinot et al. (2016), this sample selection decision has little bearing on our results.

18All comparisons across local currency units in this section use average 2012 exchange rates from the World Bank’s World Development Indicators database. Due to the inclusion of destination fixed-effects, the home-market effect tests in Section V and the parameter estimates in Section VI do not require a conversion across local currency units.

19“World sales” in column (1) refers to total sales in MIDAS to the 56 countries in our sample, and
tests of the home-market effect in a wide range of subsamples designed to explore potential heterogeneity across large and small countries, as well as countries (such as India and China) where the large number of headquartered firms reflects a relatively large share of generic drug producers.

IMS uses a standard industry classification known as ATC codes, from the Anatomical Therapeutic Classification System, to classify molecules into approximately 600 different therapeutic classes based on the main disease the drug is designed to treat. To link back to the example in our introduction, the ATC code “A2B2” corresponds to “acid pump inhibitors.”

The resulting dataset can be reshaped to describe, within each therapeutic class, the bilateral sales between any origin country and any of 56 destination countries in 2012.

IV.2 Disease Burden

We isolate a plausibly exogenous source of demand-side variation for each drug, in each country, by isolating the apparent extent to which drugs have a demographic bias in their relevance, as well as the extent to which countries differ in the demographic composition of their populations. This is the spatial analog of the identification strategy in Acemoglu and Linn (2004), who use changes in the age distribution of the United States over time to estimate the relationship between market size and innovation in the pharmaceutical industry.

To construct this demand shifter, we draw on two datasets. The first, the World Health Organization (WHO)’s Global Burden of Disease (GBD) dataset, measures the burden of each disease, based on WHO-assigned disease codes, in each country and year (where, again, we focus on 2012). Although there may be local variation in the collection of vital statistics that underpin these measures, the WHO ensures that these data are valid for cross-country and cross-disease comparisons. Importantly, these country-year-disease measures of burden are further broken down into six different demographic analogously for “world expenditures” in column (2). The number of firms in column (3) refers to firms making strictly positive sales in 2012 to at least one of the 56 countries in our sample.

IMS’s ATC classification is maintained by the European Pharmaceutical Market Research Association, and should not be confused with the World Health Organization’s Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical classification.

The underlying WHO data is provided in a tree structure that includes both “aggregate” codes and “root” codes. For example, that file records disease burden data for “Infectious and parasitic diseases,” “Childhood cluster diseases” and “Pertussis.” In the tree structure of the file, “pertussis” is contained within “childhood cluster diseases” which in turn are contained in “infectious and parasitic diseases.” “Pertussis” has no further subcategories (which we refer to as an example of a “root” code), whereas the other two are aggregates of other subcategories. We focus our analysis on the “root” codes, so as to avoid double-counting.
groups: three age groups (0-14, 15-59 and 60+) for each gender. The provided disease burden measure on which we draw is the number of lost disability adjusted life-years (DALYs)—combining data on both the mortality and morbidity caused by each disease.

We have hand-coded a many-to-one linkage from each of the 600 therapeutic classes (ATC codes) in IMS MIDAS to its corresponding WHO disease code. For example, the ATC code “A2B2” for “acid pump inhibitors” is linked to the WHO code for “peptic ulcer disease.” Using the most disaggregated WHO disease codes for the year 2012 for which we have disease burden data and a corresponding ATC code in the IMS sales data, we match 60 of the GBD 2012 codes to the ATC codes in the IMS.\textsuperscript{22} The full crosswalk can be found in Online Appendix B.4. In practice, two of the 60 WHO disease codes have no recorded global sales in our sample in 2012, implying that our actual analysis sample includes 58 diseases.\textsuperscript{23} Each of the WHO disease codes is the empirical counterpart of a disease \(n\) in the model of Section III.

Table 2 describes the top 10 diseases (broken down by WHO codes) in terms of global sales of their corresponding drugs in the IMS MIDAS dataset. For each disease, there are many origin countries participating in the sale of drugs treating that disease. As illustrated in the last column, the typical destination country in our data is served by an extremely unconcentrated set of firms, even within each disease class.

The second input into the construction of our demand shifter is the population of each country in each of the six demographic groups in 2012. We obtain this data from the US Census Bureau’s International Database.

Using the data described above, we exploit the twin facts that disease burdens vary by demographic groups, and that countries vary in their demographic composition, to construct a “predicted disease burden”, for disease \(n\) in country \(i\) in year 2012 as:

\[
(PDB)_i^n = \sum_{a,g} \left[ \text{population}_{iag} \times \left( \frac{\sum_{k \neq i} \text{disease burden}_{kag}^n}{\sum_{k \neq i} \text{population}_{kag}} \right) \right].
\]

The ratio \(\frac{\sum_{k \neq i} \text{disease burden}_{kag}^n}{\sum_{k \neq i} \text{population}_{kag}}\) measures the average disease burden per capita from disease \(n\) for gender \(g\) and age group \(a\) in 2012, calculated excluding the country of interest (that is, summing over all countries \(k\) except for country \(i\)).\textsuperscript{24} This ratio is then weighted

\textsuperscript{22}One GBD code, U047 for “Abortion,” is missing disease burden data; we impute the disease burden to be zero in this case.

\textsuperscript{23}Around 89% of our ATC4 codes were linked to WHO GBD codes. The main reason for non-matches is that certain ATC4 codes are too broad to be matched to a single GBD disease code.

\textsuperscript{24}The fact that firms from country \(i\) are better at treating disease \(n\) may cause a lower burden for that
by the population for that gender $g$ and age group $a$, and summed across age and gender groups, for a given country $i$ in 2012.

We can illustrate the basic sources of variation exploited in our empirical analysis in two figures. Figure 4 provides an illustration of how population age profiles vary across countries. We plot the share of the population that is under the age of 60 by country. This share varies from just under 70 percent in Japan to just below 100 percent in the United Arab Emirates. Both Japan and the United Arab Emirates are relatively rich countries by many measures, yet apparently differ quite dramatically in the demographics of their populations.\textsuperscript{25}

Our empirical strategy exploits the demographic variation illustrated in Figure 4 together with the fact that diseases vary dramatically in the age profiles of the populations

\textbf{Figure 4: Population Age Profiles Across Countries}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{population_age_profiles.png}
\caption{Population Age Profiles Across Countries}
\end{figure}

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
Country & Population Under 60 (%) & Country & Population Under 60 (%) \\
\hline
Japan & 69.7 & Bulgaria & 74.9 \\
Bulgaria & 100 & Pakistan & 95.0 \\
Pakistan & 100 & United Arab Emirates & 100 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Population Age Profiles by Country}
\end{table}

\textsuperscript{25}Consistent with that example, Online Appendix Figure B.1 splits our sample of countries by those with above-median levels of GDP per capita (“rich”) and below-median levels of GDP per capita (“poor”). The same is true when using a simple average of country-specific per-capita disease burdens, rather than the population-weighted average that appears in equation (14).

\textsuperscript{25}Consistent with that example, Online Appendix Figure B.1 splits our sample of countries by those with above-median levels of GDP per capita (“rich”) and below-median levels of GDP per capita (“poor”). The variation within this sample of rich countries spans the same range as did the full sample of countries in Figure 4. The variation within this sample of poor countries is also quite wide—ranging from around 75 percent below age 60 in Bulgaria to around 95 percent in Pakistan—although somewhat more compressed than in the rich country sample. This implies that even conditional on a country’s level of development, there exists variation in our demographic shifters; this is also consistent with the results in Tables 4 and 8 below that document insensitivity to including flexible controls for per-capita GDP.
Notes: The labeled Global Burden of Disease (GBD) codes correspond to the following diseases: U087: Alzheimer’s disease and other dementia; U078: Other neoplasms; U089: Multiple sclerosis; U086: Alcohol use disorders; and U012: Whooping cough.

Figure 5: Global Disease Burden Age Profiles Across Diseases

they affect. Figure 5 provides an illustration of how disease burden age profiles differ across diseases. We plot the share of the global disease burden, within each disease, that is borne by those under the age of 60. This share varies from around 10 percent for Alzheimer’s disease (code U087) to nearly 100 percent for whooping cough (code U012), with other diseases such as “other neoplasms” (U078), multiple sclerosis (U089), and alcohol use disorders (U086) lying in between as shown.

V TESTING FOR THE HOME-MARKET EFFECT

V.1 Baseline Results

To test whether bilateral sales in the pharmaceutical industry satisfy the weak and strong home-market effects, we use \((PDB)_i^n\) as an empirical proxy for the demand-shifter \(\theta_i^n\) in equation (1). That is, we assume that, up to a first-order approximation,

\[
\ln \theta_i^n = \gamma \ln (PDB)_i^n + \gamma_i^n,
\]
where $\gamma$ is strictly positive and $\gamma^n_i$ captures other determinants of the demand-shifter $\theta^n_i$ for drugs targeting disease $n$ in country $i$ that are uncorrelated with $(PDB)^n_i$. Table B.1 in Online Appendix B establishes that the variable $(PDB)^n_i$ is a strong predictor of the actual burden that any country $i$ is likely to suffer from for disease $n$. That is, the simple demographic predictor of disease burden in equation (14) is a useful empirical proxy for $\theta^n_i$, despite the myriad other reasons for countries to differ in their demand for drugs targeting any particular disease.\footnote{The two-stage least squares specification that we would ideally estimate would instrument for our demand-shifter $\theta^n_i$ with our predicted disease burden measure. However, in practice $\theta^n_i$ is unobserved. In Online Appendix Table B.1, we show that our predicted disease burden measure is correlated with the actual disease burden at the country-disease level. However, actual disease burden is not equivalent to $\theta^n_i$, so the first stage “scaling” provided by the estimates in Online Appendix Table B.1 is not the conceptually correct scaling from the perspective of estimating a two-stage least squares regression.}

Our results in Table 3 below demonstrate that this proxy is also a strong predictor of expenditure.

In order to estimate $\beta_X$ and $\beta_M$, one could use either the cross-sectional variation in bilateral sales, i.e. equation (7), or the cross-sectional variation in total exports and imports, i.e. equations (8) and (9). Like in recent empirical tests of other sources of comparative advantage (e.g. Chor, 2010 and Costinot et al., 2012), we prefer to use the former. The advantage of this strategy is that it lets us control for variation in trading frictions and demand across destination countries when estimating the impact of a given source of comparative advantage across origin countries, here their own demand. In contrast, even around a symmetric equilibrium, total exports, $X^n_i$, do not only depend on a country’s own demand, but also on its access to foreign buyers, $\ln(\sum_{j \neq i}(\theta^n_j)^\beta_M \exp(\delta_{ij} + \epsilon^n_{ij}))$. If demand shocks are spatially correlated across countries, estimates of $\beta_X$ obtained from equation (8) would therefore be biased. Under the same assumptions, estimates of $\beta_X$ obtained from equation (7) are not.

Combining equations (7) and (15), we have the following baseline estimating equation,

\[(16) \quad \ln x^n_{ij} = \delta_{ij} + \delta^n + \beta_M \ln(PDB)^n_j + \beta_X \ln(PDB)^n_i + \epsilon^n_{ij},\]

with $\beta_M \equiv \gamma\beta_M$, $\beta_X \equiv \gamma\beta_X$, with $\delta_{ij}$ and $\delta^n$ represented by origin-destination and disease fixed-effects respectively, and with the error term given by $\epsilon^n_{ij} \equiv \epsilon^n_{ij} + \beta_X \gamma^n_i + \beta_M \gamma^n_j$. Under the assumption that $\gamma > 0$, a positive test of the weak home-market effect therefore corresponds to $\beta_X > 0$, whereas a positive test of the strong home-market effect corresponds to $\beta_X > \beta_M$. And under the assumption that $\ln(PDB)^n_i$ is a pure demand-shifter—such that it is uncorrelated with the supply shifter $\eta^n_i$ and hence the error $\epsilon^n_{ij}$—both $\beta_X$ and $\beta_M$ can be estimated using OLS, as we do below.\footnote{We stress at this point that the coefficient estimates of $\beta_M$ and $\beta_X$ are valid for testing the weak and...}
Several details of the estimation procedure used in this section are worth mentioning. First, we estimate equation (16) on a sample of $ij$ observations for which $i \neq j$, in line with the derivation of equation (7). This ensures that the trivial correlation between home’s demand shifter and sales from home to itself does not enter the analysis (however, as we show in Table 7, incorporating this variation does little to change our findings). Second, in our baseline estimates we drop observations for which $x_{ij}^n = 0$, but we return this aspect of the variation in Table 8. And finally, because the predicted disease burden regressors vary at the origin and destination levels (but not at the bilateral level) we provide standard errors that are two-way clustered at both the origin and destination levels throughout.

Table 3 presents OLS estimates of equation (16). We begin in column (1) with a specification designed to estimate ${\tilde{\beta}}_M$ as accurately as possible. To do so we control for an origin-disease fixed-effect (rather than including the origin country’s predicted disease burden). While the estimate of ${\tilde{\beta}}_M > 0$ seen there should not be surprising—a demand shifter in the destination country is positively correlated with greater purchases by that destination—this can be thought of as a check on the validity and power of demographic variation for predicting drug expenditure. Column (2) proceeds with an analogous specification designed to estimate ${\tilde{\beta}}_X$ alone, as accurately as possible, while controlling for a destination-disease fixed-effect. The estimated value of ${\tilde{\beta}}_X$ is clearly positive and statistically significant. This result (and the accompanying p-value for the one-sided t-test of ${\tilde{\beta}}_X \leq 0$) provides a resounding rejection of the absence of a weak home-market effect.

Finally, column (3) estimates ${\tilde{\beta}}_M$ and ${\tilde{\beta}}_X$ simultaneously in the true spirit of equation (7). This is our preferred specification. We first note that the estimates of ${\tilde{\beta}}_M$ and ${\tilde{\beta}}_X$ in column (3) are very similar to those in columns (1) and (2), so evidence for the weak home-market effect remains firm. And the p-value on the F-test for ${\tilde{\beta}}_X \leq {\tilde{\beta}}_M$ is 0.018, implying that the absence of a strong home-market effect can be rejected at the five percent level. That is, it seems likely that the strong home-market effect is at work in the pharmaceutical sector.

---

28 With standard errors that are clustered three-way at the origin country, destination country and disease levels (following Cameron et al., 2011) the standard errors on ${\tilde{\beta}}_M$ and ${\tilde{\beta}}_X$ are (0.218) and (0.232), respectively. The p-values for the tests of ${\tilde{\beta}}_X \leq 0$ and ${\tilde{\beta}}_X \leq {\tilde{\beta}}_M$ are 0.000 and 0.115, respectively.

29 This is equally true when we estimate equation (16) on IMS MIDAS data from 2004, the earliest year for which comparable data is available. In that case the estimates (and standard errors) of ${\tilde{\beta}}_M$ and ${\tilde{\beta}}_X$ are 0.582 (0.076) and 0.910 (0.166), respectively.

---
V.2 Why Does Home Demand Matter?

The results above demonstrate a reduced-form relationship between a country’s home demand for a drug category and foreign sales. But why does home demand matter in this way? Section III described a range of theoretical settings in which the industry-level supply curve is downward-sloping and it is this feature, and only this feature, that explains why home demand matters for export success. We now discuss two alternative explanations that could, in principle, provide equally plausible answers to the question of why home demand matters.

Alternative I: Home demand is positively correlated with supply-side considerations driving the pattern of international specialization. As discussed above, equation (16) describes the pattern of equilibrium drug expenditure around the world due to fundamental demand-side ($PDBi$ and $PDBj$) and supply-side ($\eta_i$, a component of $\varepsilon_{ij}$) considerations. If $PDB_i$ and $\varepsilon_{ij}$ were positively correlated, our OLS estimates of $\tilde{\beta}_X$ would be biased upwards, potentially generating the appearance of a home-market effect, when other forces are at play.

One possible reason for such a positive correlation is that a common factor explains both variables. For example, in Vernon’s (1966) theory of the product cycle, drugs would initially be produced in high-income countries and eventually be produced in poorer countries. Since one might expect the demographic ingredients of $PDB$ to be equally distinct across high- and low-income countries, it is possible that per-capita GDP is a common factor that affects both demand and supply in a manner that would confound estimation of $\tilde{\beta}_X$.

To assess this possibility, column (2) of Table 4 tests for the two home-market effects in a specification that also simultaneously controls for per-capita GDP as a source of comparative advantage, that is, for the interaction between the origin country’s per-capita GDP and disease fixed-effects, as well as for the analogous variable on the destination country side. Compared to our baseline estimates in Table 3, reported in column (1) for the sake of comparison, the null of no weak home-market effect can still be rejected at standard confidence levels, while this is no longer true for the null of strong home-market effect. Reassuringly, however, the point estimates of $\tilde{\beta}_M$ and $\tilde{\beta}_X$ have not changed much in comparison with the estimates in column (1). This suggests that although there may be some systematic tendency for poor countries to produce certain drugs—in line, for instance, with Vernon (1966)—these drugs do not happen to treat the diseases associated with poor country demographics.

Symmetrically, column (3) reports a specification that controls for interactions be-
tween country (origin and destination) fixed-effects and a measure of disease intensity (the decile in which a disease falls in the worldwide distribution, based on its disease burden). This allows some countries to have a comparative advantage in the most severe diseases, due to some unobserved country-specific characteristic that may be different from per-capita GDP. Again, the stability of the key coefficients, $\hat{\beta}_M$ and $\hat{\beta}_X$, implies that they are being identified from the intended demographic-related component of disease burden, rather than some other pattern related to disease burden more generally. In contrast to column (2), the p-value on the F-test for $\hat{\beta}_X \leq \hat{\beta}_M$ also implies that the absence of a strong home-market effect can be rejected at the one percent level. In short, Table 4 implies that potential common contributors to both demand-side and supply-side determinants of international specialization based on countries’ income levels or diseases’ overall severity may exist, but not in a way that appreciably affects our estimates.

A second possible source of correlation between demand ($PDB^n_i$) and supply ($\tilde{\epsilon}_{ij}^n$) could be more direct. For example, government funding of medical research may reflect, at least in part, the needs of the local population; see Lichtenberg (2001). Similarly, clinical trials may be cheaper to conduct in countries with a large pool of potential subjects. If so, one would expect the supply shifter $\eta_{ij}^n$, and hence the residual, $\tilde{\epsilon}_{ij}^n$, to be an increasing function of $\ln(PDB_i^n)$,

$$ \tilde{\epsilon}_{ij}^n = \psi \ln(PDB_i^n) + \nu_{ij}^n, $$

with $\psi > 0$ and $\nu_{ij}^n$ uncorrelated with $\ln(PDB_i^n)$. In such cases, it is important to note that our empirical test of the home-market would remain valid in the sense that we could still estimate (16) using OLS to test whether an increase in domestic demand, as proxied by $\ln(PDB_i^n)$, tends to raise exports. The structural interpretation of the estimated elasticities, however, would change. For instance, in the case of a small open economy discussed in Section III.2, the OLS estimate of the elasticity of $\ln x_{ij}^n$ with respect to $\ln(PDB_i^n)$ would now be equal to the sum of $\gamma \lambda (1 - e^\chi) / (e^\delta + e^\omega)$ and $\psi$.

To separate out the economic mechanism described in Section III from the potential confounders discussed here, the most direct empirical strategy would be to control for these supply-side determinants, the same way we have controlled for per-capita GDP and disease severity in Table 4. Unfortunately, we lack systematic information about subsidies and the cost of clinical trials at the disease-country level. What is available is data on subsidies from the US National Institutes of Health (NIH). Using data from Azoulay et al. (2018) on subsidies paid from each NIH sub-institute, we derive a measure of how ex-
posed each disease group in our data is to NIH subsidies. Column (2) of Table 5 reports the counterpart of our baseline results for diseases aggregated up to this NIH institute level, with the United States as the only origin country. Since this new specification lacks the analog of a disease fixed-effect that can only be included in a sample which includes multiple origin countries, the estimates cannot be compared directly with those from our baseline specification (again, included in column (1) for reference). It is nevertheless noteworthy that the results resoundingly reject the absence of a strong home-market effect on this US sample. More importantly, column (3) demonstrates that controlling for (log) NIH spending has little impact on our point estimates.

As an alternative, we now return to our baseline specification, but restrict the sample of drugs and countries to those for which we expect government subsidies and the costs of clinical trials to be minimal. Column (4) in Table 5 looks only at drug sales for generic drugs (where the original molecule is no longer subject to intellectual property protection and hence is free to be produced by any firm), dropping sales of branded drugs (on which intellectual property rights still apply). The fact that we continue to reject the lack of a weak home-market effect in column (4) suggests that our baseline estimates are not caused entirely by a correlation between demographic-driven demand and demographic-driven supply (i.e. $\psi > 0$). It is notable, however, that within this generics sub-sector of the pharmaceutical industry, it appears that economies of scale are not strong enough to generate the strong home-market effect. As an alternative approach, we can focus on countries which we expect are more likely to solely produce generics (namely, poorer countries): as column (5) demonstrates, we continue to reject the lack of a weak home-market effect when using a sample that excludes the richest third of origin countries (in terms of GDP per capita).

Alternative II: Home demand is positively correlated with demand in neighboring countries. A different explanation for the importance of home demand documented in Table 3 comes from the potential for a country’s own home demand to be correlated with demand conditions abroad in ways that are not accounted for in equation (16). Around a symmetric equilibrium, we have shown that our test of the home-market effect does

---

30 The Azoulay et al. (2018) data on NIH subsidies is available from 1980-2005. To remain consistent with the cross-sectional nature of our empirical exercise, we only work with the latest year, 2005. We merge the 17 NIH sub-institutes into our 58 disease codes by hand. For three disease codes (abortion, maternal conditions, and poisoning) we deemed the merge indeterminate and drop those disease codes from our subsequent analysis. Six NIH sub-institutes (e.g. National Human Genome Research Institute) were also unmatched, leaving us with 11 aggregated disease categories that cover 55 of our original disease codes.

31 The coefficient (and standard error) on the NIH log spending variable in this specification is 0.124 (0.103).
not require any restriction on the spatial correlation of demand shocks across countries. As already mentioned in Section III.2, demand in countries different from the origin and the destination should simply be absorbed by a disease fixed-effect. In general, however, even if all the assumptions of Section III.1 are satisfied, a country’s pattern of specialization may not only reflect the variation in its own demand, but also the variation in its neighbors’ demand, through the direct effect on the quantities that they consume and the indirect effect on the price of the drugs that they produce, the variation in the neighbors of its neighbors’ demand, etc.

Theoretically, it is unclear under which conditions, if any, the previous considerations should lead to a generalization of equation (7) in which the two elasticities, $\beta_M$ and $\beta_X$, remain constant and a country’s “home-market” becomes the distance-weighted sum of its neighbors’ demand or some more general function of demand around the world. For this reason, we prefer to stick to the issue of whether a country’s own demand, i.e., literally its home market, provides a source of comparative advantage and treat the variation in demand from neighboring countries as another potential source of omitted variable bias. Empirically, the question of interest is whether there is evidence in the data for strong multilateral effects, beyond those already absorbed by our disease fixed-effect.

Table 6 explores this issue. Again, column (1) repeats our baseline estimate for the purpose of comparison. Columns (2) and (3) show that restricting sales to a “donut” of destination countries, either located at more than 1,000 km or 2,000 km from the home market, has little effect on the economic magnitude of our estimates, although the statistical significance of the strong home market effect weakens in the 2,000 km specification.32 The same is true in column (4) when we control for the average disease burdens in all other countries, weighted by their distance to the origin and destination country; formally, we estimate a version of equation (16) that also includes the regressors $\sum_{k \neq j} \ln PDB^n_k \cdot dist^{-1}_{jk}$ and $\sum_{k \neq i} \ln PDB^n_i \cdot dist^{-1}_{ik}$. Put together, these results imply that multilateral considerations, at least according to the proxies used here, do not appear to be a source of quantitatively meaningful departures from our log-linearization around a symmetric equilibrium.

In this final regression, we note that the coefficients (and standard errors) on $\sum_{k \neq j} \ln PDB^n_k \cdot dist^{-1}_{kj}$ and $\sum_{k \neq i} \ln PDB^n_i \cdot dist^{-1}_{ik}$ are 0.591 (1.576) and $-0.772 (3.623)$, respectively. The fact that the latter coefficient (while imprecisely estimated) is negative is consistent with the possibility that neighboring countries may benefit disproportionately more from an increase in their own demand, thereby reducing the price of their drugs relative to coun-

---

32 Data on bilateral country pair distance (calculated from population-weighted averages of bilateral major city pair distances) are from the CEPII Gravity dataset; see Head and Mayer (2010).
try $i$’s and, in turn, lowering the residual demand faced by country $i$.\footnote{This finding is reminiscent of “agglomeration shadows” (e.g. Arthur, 1990; Matsuyama, 2017). The idea is that countries surrounded by larger neighbors may face lower demand for their products, in spite of the fact that having larger neighbors tends to mechanically raise demand. We note, however, that a negative coefficient on $\sum_{k \neq i} \ln PDB^n_k \cdot \text{dist}^{-1}_{ik}$ does not imply that the total effect of larger neighbors is to reduce demand. In our regression, we already control for the size of demand $PDB^n_j$ at any given destination $j$. Hence, the mechanical effect of demand in larger neighbors is not being picked up by $\sum_{k \neq i} \ln PDB^n_k \cdot \text{dist}^{-1}_{ik}$. A negative coefficient merely suggests that countries surrounded by larger neighbors face tougher competition in otherwise bigger markets.}

V.3 Further Sensitivity Checks

We now assess the robustness of our results to a miscellany of alternative specifications and modeling assumptions.

Pricing-to-Market. One potential concern is that firms in our setting can engage in substantial pricing-to-market, due to prohibitions on international resale, and hence that the non-arbitrage equation (5) may not apply. Although we have already demonstrated in Section III.3 that our empirical test may remain theoretically valid in the absence of this equation, we now revisit this issue empirically. Specifically, in Table 7 column (2) we limit the sample of destination markets to those within the EU, a free trade area where parallel trade makes pricing-to-market difficult to sustain; see Scott Morton and Kyle (2012) for further discussion.\footnote{More precisely, we focus here on the set of countries in our sample that were members of the European Single Market as of 2012, which includes Norway and Switzerland as well as EU members.} If one thought that pricing-to-market had a significant effect on the relationship between drug sales and home demand, then one would expect different elasticities, $\tilde{\beta}_X$ and $\tilde{\beta}_M$, in the EU sample. For instance, if governments were able to negotiate lower drug prices for diseases with greater burdens in their populations, there would be a negative correlation between $\varepsilon_{ij}$ and $\ln(PDB^n_j)$ in equation (16), driven by the lower markup $\mu_{ij}$ in destinations with high $PDB^n_j$. This would lead to larger estimates of $\tilde{\beta}_M$ in those countries compared to those within the EU, for which markups are more likely to be constant across destinations. While the effect of destination $PDB$ for the EU sample is imprecisely estimated (so it remains within the 95 percent confidence interval of our baseline estimate, repeated again in column (1) for comparison), the lower point estimate of $\tilde{\beta}_M$ gives some support to that view.\footnote{In addition, this result implies that predicted disease burdens are not a strong predictor of conditional demand among these destinations. However, in an analogous specification that instead restricts attention to EU origin countries only we estimate (with standard errors in parentheses) $\tilde{\beta}_M = 0.366$ (0.123) and $\tilde{\beta}_X = 0.875$ (0.715). One possible reason for the importance of $PDB$ in predicting exporting success, relative to demand, among this set of countries is the fact that exporting success is likely to reflect lagged demand and}
sensitivity check is that the estimated value of $\tilde{\beta}_X$ is again quite similar to that in previous specifications. Hence, the weak home-market effect remains operational within the EU sample.

**Foreign Direct Investment.** As discussed above, a limitation of the MIDAS pharmaceutical dataset used throughout our empirical analysis is that it does not provide information about where a firm’s final product is made. We only know where a firm sells its products and where it is headquartered. Accordingly, the economies of scale underpinning the home-market effect that we have documented earlier could have multiple roots. For instance, it could be the case that there are local economies of scale at the production site and the headquarter location is a good proxy for the location of production sites (which would be the case if multinational production is not widespread); or there could be local economies of scale at the R&D site and the headquarter location is a good proxy for the location of R&D sites; or there may be economies of scale across affiliates from the same firm in a given headquarter country.

We are unaware of any dataset that could be used to disaggregate total sales $x_{ij}$ into FDI and export sales at the country pair-disease level. But publicly available (OECD) data on international trade flows record the value of exports by country pair for the pharmaceutical sector as a whole. By comparing total OECD exports to total MIDAS foreign sales, we can therefore obtain an estimate of the importance of trade relative to FDI for a given origin country.$^{36}$ Using such information, column (3) estimates our baseline specification on the subset of country pairs for which the ratio of total OECD exports to total MIDAS foreign sales is above the median. If economies of scale were primarily operating at the level of the production sites, we would expect a stronger home-market effect in this subsample since foreign sales are more likely to occur through exports from a single origin country. The stability of our estimated coefficients to this subsample is suggestive of the notion that, in our context, this type of economies of scale is unlikely to be prevalent.

---

36We draw on OECD BTDIxE data for 2012, corresponding to the industry activity category “Basic pharmaceutical products and pharmaceutical preparations” and the end use category “Total trade in goods”, as reported by the importing country. It should be clear that beyond the presence of bilateral FDI, which is what we are interested in, there are multiple reasons to expect imperfect alignment of MIDAS bilateral (all-disease) foreign sales and OECD bilateral pharmaceutical export data. These include: exports occurring as platform FDI, intermediate inputs, or uncorrected re-exporting; differing pricing concepts (retail vs. border prices); differing sets of products included in pharmaceuticals (notably the OECD data’s inclusion of veterinary drugs); and data reporting issues (e.g. misreporting in either dataset, miscoding of headquarter locations, timing of exporting vs. sales within the calendar year, and confidentiality restrictions in OECD data). Reassuringly, however, the correlation between the two sources is 0.595 (or 0.628 in logs).
Endogenous Demographics. Another possibility is that our baseline results are biased downwards due to the fact that a country’s demographic composition could itself be shaped by its disease environment—in the extreme, if a disease were to completely eradicate a demographic group in a country then there would no longer be any demand there for drugs to treat that disease. We therefore compare the effect of constructing our predicted disease burden (PDB) regressors from countries’ lagged demographic composition (in column (4), based on 1996 demographics) relative to our baseline estimate (column (1), based on 2012 demographics). That the estimates of $\hat{\beta}_M$ and $\hat{\beta}_X$ are similar suggests that this extreme form of reverse causation is not quantitatively plausible in our setting.

Estimation Sample and the Extensive Margin. The estimates presented so far have been obtained from a sample that uses all bilateral sales observations $x_{ij}^n$ for which $i \neq j$, and for which $x_{ij}^n > 0$. We now assess the importance of these two sample decisions.

First, column (5) of Table 7 confirms that including home sales observations (those for which $i = j$) has little effect on our estimates of the home-market effect. Second, Table 8 concludes with estimates of the home-market effect along the extensive margin—that is, whether a foreign market is penetrated at all. Given that our previous results (in Tables 3-7 above) used the log of bilateral sales ($x_{ij}^n$) as the dependent variable, any country pair-disease observations with zero bilateral sales were omitted from the estimation sample. Therefore, for completeness, we present in column (2) results from Poisson Pseudo-Maximum Likelihood (PPML) estimation, a standard alternative estimation approach to gravity-like estimation in the presence of zeroes in the dependent variable (see, for example, Head and Mayer, 2013). While the (two-way clustered) standard errors on this estimate are larger than their OLS analogs (in column 1, our baseline estimate), we still reject the lack of a weak and a strong home-market effect (at the 1 and 10 percent levels, respectively). Columns (3) and (4) go on to estimate a specification in which the dependent variable is no longer the (log) level of $x_{ij}^n$ but a dummy variable for whether bilateral sales take place (i.e. $x_{ij}^n > 0$) or not. For simplicity, we estimate this as a linear probability model. There is strong support in these two sets of results—whether a full set of disease fixed-effect interactions with country living standards as in Table 4 is included or not—for the idea that home demand shocks also lead to more exports abroad along the extensive margin.

---

37This specification draws on demographic data (in the PDB variable) from 1996, the earliest year for which data are available on the demographic composition spanning a wide set of countries.
VI DISENTANGLING DEMAND AND SUPPLY ELASTICITIES

The results of Section V provide firm support for the notion of a home-market effect in the global pharmaceutical sector. But, as discussed in Section III, weak and strong home-market effects depend both on demand and supply elasticities. Thus, the structural interpretation of the previous effect remains open. We now use price data to extend our previous analysis in order to fill this gap, first by estimating the demand elasticity $\epsilon^x$ in Section VI.1 and then the sector-level supply elasticity $\epsilon^s$ in Section VI.2.

VI.1 Estimating the Elasticity of Demand

As established in Online Appendix A.4, around a symmetric equilibrium, the demand system of equations (1)-(3), along with the arbitrage condition (5), can be used to express bilateral sales, up to a first-order approximation, as

$$\ln x^n_{ij} = \delta^n_j + (1 - \epsilon^x) \ln p^n_i + (1 - \epsilon^x) \ln \tau^n_{ij}, \quad (18)$$

where $\delta^n_j$ is a destination-disease fixed-effect and $p^n_i$ is the price index for varieties from origin $i$. In contrast to equation (7) in Section III.2, it is worth pointing out that equation (18) is also valid, globally and without approximation, in the commonly applied case where the function $d(\cdot)$ in equation (2) is CES. Under this assumption, one can therefore dispense with the restriction that the observed equilibrium is close to a symmetric one as well as allow for differential effects of demand in third countries. In equation (18), such effects are implicitly captured by the disease-destination fixed-effect, $\delta^n_j$, and the origin price, $p^n_i$.

Our aim here is to estimate the price elasticity of exports, $\epsilon^x$. We begin by assuming that, up to a first-order approximation, trade costs $\tau^n_{ij}$ can be expressed as

$$\ln \tau^n_{ij} = \alpha \ln dist_{ij} + \nu^n_{ij}, \quad (19)$$

where $dist_{ij}$ is the physical distance between country $i$ and country $j$ and $\nu^n_{ij}$ is the component of trade costs not explained by distance. Combined with equation (18) this implies

---

38 The fact that $p^n_i$ is not itself a log-linear function of demand shocks explains why equation (7) requires a log-linear approximation, even under the assumption that demand is CES.
the following gravity equation relationship between bilateral sales and bilateral distance

\[(20) \ln x_{ij}^n = \delta_j^n + \delta_i^n + \rho \ln dist_{ij} + \chi_{ij}^n \]

with \(\rho \equiv (1 - e^x)\alpha, \chi_{ij}^n \equiv (1 - e^x)\nu_{ij}^n, \) and \(\delta_i^n\) representing an origin-disease fixed-effect.

We estimate \(\rho\) in this equation via OLS. Our estimate of \(\rho\) is reported in Table 9, column (1). As is commonly found in estimates of the gravity equation (20), bilateral distance has a negative and statistically significant impact on bilateral drug sales in this setting. But the estimated effect of distance on trade, \(\rho = -0.324\), is about three times smaller (in absolute value) than typical estimates from trade data in other sectors. For example, Head and Mayer (2013) report a preferred distance elasticity of \(-0.89\). This is perhaps to be expected, given the relatively low weight-to-value of pharmaceutical products and given that our data track total foreign sales (not just exports).

Because the parameter \(\rho\) captures a mixture of the demand elasticity \(e^x\) and the distance-cost elasticity \(\alpha\), we turn to micro-data on the producer prices of individual drug varieties in order to separate the two.\(^3^9\) In particular, for any individual variety of a drug \(\omega\) within the class of drugs that treat disease \(n\), suppose that prices satisfy the variety-level analog of the non-arbitrage condition in equation (5):

\[(21) p_{ij}^n(\omega) = \tau_{ij}^n p_i^\omega(\omega).\]

Combined with equation (19), this implies that we can obtain an unbiased estimate of \(\alpha\) from the following specification

\[(22) \ln p_{ij}^n(\omega) = \alpha \ln dist_{ij} + \delta_i^n(\omega) + \delta_{ij}^n(\omega),\]

where \(\delta_i^n(\omega)\) is a variety fixed-effect and \(\delta_{ij}^n(\omega)\) is an error term.\(^4^0\) The basic idea here is that if a given variety sells in many destination countries, then the extent to which the prices of that disease vary across destinations \(j\) that are different distances \(dist_{ij}\) from the producer’s origin country \(i\) identifies \(\alpha\).

The result from estimating equation (22) is reported in column (2) of Table 9. The esti-

---

\(^3^9\)Producer price (ex-factory) values in the IMS MIDAS dataset correspond to the prices received by manufacturing firms, as opposed to those received by wholesalers or retailers.

\(^4^0\)By “variety” we refer, in practice, to the permutation of physiologically active molecules (since some drugs contain more than one active molecule), interacted with the disease for which the drug is intended to treat (since, in rare cases, the same molecule can be marketed in separate therapeutical classes), and interacted with the firm selling the drug.
mate of $\alpha = 0.062$ implies that distance is evidently a shifter of costs at distant destination locations and is positively correlated with the producer price (for the same variety, sold from the same origin), despite the manifold reasons for producer prices to vary across consumer markets in the pharmaceutical sector.\footnote{We have estimated equation (22) with additional controls such as a destination fixed-effect, a destination-disease fixed-effect, an indicator for whether the origin and destination countries both belong to the EU, and a measure of the absolute value of the difference in the origin and destination countries’ per-capita GDPs and the estimate of $\alpha$ (and its standard error) ranges from 0.034 (0.015) to 0.082 (0.030) and remains statistically significant in all cases. However, when including all of these controls simultaneously the estimate of $\alpha$ is no longer statistically significant; in particular, $\alpha = 0.008$ (0.020) in this case.}

Putting together the estimates in Table 9, the identity $\rho \equiv (1 - e^x)\alpha$ implies that the demand elasticity $e^x = 6.217$, with a destination country block-bootstrapped 95% confidence interval of $[2.221, 29.656]$.\footnote{We are unaware of a block-bootstrap procedure that is analogous to two-way clustering. But this does not appear to be a setting where the difference between two-way clustering (on origin and destination) is substantially different from simply clustering on either origin or destination—for example, the standard error in column (1) of Table 9 is (0.053) when clustering on destination country.} This implies that cross-disease demand is elastic in the present setting. As per the discussion in Section III.2, this then implies that, at least for a small open economy, the tests for the weak and strong home-market effects reported in Section V.1 provide bounds on economies of scale. For example: we know that the evidence for the weak home-market effect reported in Table 3 implies that industry-level (positive) economies of scale are at work in this setting. Naturally, such a bound is of only limited use for quantitative policy questions so we turn now to a method that uses the demand elasticity estimate here in order to obtain a point estimate of the elasticity of supply.

### VI.2 Estimating the Elasticity of Supply

We now turn to a simple procedure that allows us to estimate the supply elasticity $e^s$. Let $r^n_i \equiv p^n_is^n_i$ denote the total sales of drugs targeting disease $n$ by firms from country $i$. Around a symmetric equilibrium, up to a first-order approximation, the supply relation in equation (5) can be written as

$$\ln r^n_i = (1 + e^s) \ln p^n_i + \ln \eta_i^n.$$

Using the previous expression to substitute for $p^n_i$ in equation (18), we obtain

$$\ln x^n_{ij} = \delta^n_j + \delta_{ij} + \left(\frac{1 - e^x}{1 + e^s}\right) \ln r^n_i + \phi^n_{ij},$$

\footnote{We have estimated equation (22) with additional controls such as a destination fixed-effect, a destination-disease fixed-effect, an indicator for whether the origin and destination countries both belong to the EU, and a measure of the absolute value of the difference in the origin and destination countries’ per-capita GDPs and the estimate of $\alpha$ (and its standard error) ranges from 0.034 (0.015) to 0.082 (0.030) and remains statistically significant in all cases. However, when including all of these controls simultaneously the estimate of $\alpha$ is no longer statistically significant; in particular, $\alpha = 0.008$ (0.020) in this case.}
with $\delta_{ij}$ representing an origin-destination fixed-effect and $\phi_{ij}^n \equiv \chi_{ij}^n - \bar{\chi}_{ij}^n - \left(1 - e^x + \epsilon_s x_i + \epsilon_s s_i\right) \ln \eta_{ni}^n$ an error term. Naturally, this expression, which relates bilateral destination sales to total origin sales, involves a mixture of the demand elasticity $e^x$ in the destination and the supply elasticity at the origin $e^s$. Armed with an estimate of the demand elasticity $e^x$ from Section VI.1, an estimate of $\left(1 - e^x + \epsilon_s x_i + \epsilon_s s_i\right)$ from equation (23) allows us to disentangle the two.

OLS estimates of equation (23) would be biased because both the supply shock $\eta_{ni}^n$ and unobserved trade costs $\chi_{ij}^n$ in the error term $\phi_{ij}^n$ contribute to total sales $r_{ni}^n$. But for all destination observations $j \neq i$, an exogenous shifter of demand at the origin country $i$ (such as the predicted disease burden variable $PDB_i^n$ introduced in equation 14) can be used as a valid instrumental variable for $r_{ni}^n$.\textsuperscript{43} Such an IV estimation procedure identifies $\left(1 - e^x + \epsilon_s x_i + \epsilon_s s_i\right)$.

Table 10 reports estimates from specification (23). We begin in column (1) by reporting the first-stage regression of $\ln r_{ni}^n$ on $\ln PDB_i^n$, conditional on origin-destination and destination-disease fixed-effects. That predicted disease burden is strongly correlated with total sales (the F-statistic on this excluded instrument is equal to 128.4, the square of the t-statistic from column 1) should come as no surprise given the results in Table 3.\textsuperscript{44} Column (2) then reports the OLS estimate of equation (23) and column (3) the corresponding IV estimate.\textsuperscript{45} This (statistically significant) IV estimate implies that $\left(1 - e^x + \epsilon_s x_i + \epsilon_s s_i\right) = 0.764$. Given our estimate of $e^x = 6.217$ from above, this implies that $e^s = -7.833$ (with a destination country block-bootstrapped 95% confidence interval of $[-43.744, -3.565]$).

As expected, given the bounds implied by the weak home-market effect discussed above, the estimated industry-level supply curve in this setting is downward-sloping, indicating the presence of increasing returns to scale.

How does this estimate of $e^s$ compare to those in prior work? Both empirical and theoretical findings offer points of reference. From the empirical literature, one strand aims to estimate industry-level economies of scale directly, via industry-level production functions. A prominent estimate (pooled among all U.S. manufacturing sectors, so unfor-
tunately not available for the pharmaceutical sector alone) from Basu and Fernald (1997) estimates industry-level economies of scale that generate an industry-level supply curve with $\epsilon_s = -4.45$. A second strand, initiated by Antweiler and Trefler (2002), uses patterns of comparative advantage revealed in international trade data to infer relative costs for each country-industry, and then estimates the extent to which those inferred costs depend on scale. For the pharmaceutical industry Antweiler and Trefler’s (2002) estimates imply $\epsilon_s = -4.27$. Since lower supply elasticities in absolute value imply larger effects of quantity on producer prices, both of these estimates imply somewhat stronger economies of scale than found in our estimate of $\epsilon_s = -7.833$. That said, neither of these estimates is based on an empirical strategy that isolates variation that stems from the demand side alone and yet is powerful enough to circumvent weak instrument concerns.

The influential model of Krugman (1980) also provides a clear benchmark. As discussed in Section III.3, this model is a special case in which there is a particularly stark connection between industry-level supply and demand elasticities: $\epsilon_s = -\epsilon_x$. This implies that $(1 - \epsilon_s)/\epsilon_s$, the coefficient reported in column (3) of Table 10, should be equal to one. Instead our IV estimate is equal to 0.764, or about 25% smaller. While the reported p-value demonstrates that the particular parameter value assumed in Krugman (1980) is rejected at the five percent level, our estimate is certainly closer to this benchmark value than to the constant-returns extreme in which $\epsilon_s = \infty$ (and hence the coefficient in column 3 would be equal to zero).

VII CONCLUDING REMARKS

Since the home-market effect hypothesized by Linder (1961) and formalized by Krugman (1980) is about the causal effect of cross-country differences in demand on the pattern of

---

46 One possible reason for the stronger industry-level economies of scale found in these earlier studies, relative to ours, is that they are obtained from settings with more aggregate notions of an industry (a representative manufacturing sector in Basu and Fernald, 1997 or the entire pharmaceutical sector in Antweiler and Trefler, 2002) than that used here (a representative disease class within the pharmaceutical sector).

47 A third example of work that attempts to estimate industry-level economies of scale is due to Shea (1993), who finds that the industry-level supply curve slopes upwards in the pharmaceutical industry. This approach (when applied, for example, to the pharmaceutical sector) uses input-output table information to find a downstream sector that buys a substantial share of its inputs from the pharmaceutical sector, but which sources only a small share of its other inputs from sectors that themselves are not used substantially as inputs in the pharmaceutical sector. When estimating an inverse supply curve, output in such a downstream sector can then be employed as a demand-side instrumental variable for output in the pharmaceutical sector under the assumption that the two sectors do not face correlated demand shocks. Our finding of a downward-sloping supply curve derives from a different orthogonality condition, namely that predicted disease burden in the origin country is uncorrelated with unobserved determinants of demand in the destination, after controlling for both destination-disease and origin-destination fixed effects.
international specialization, any empirical test of this phenomenon requires exogenous demand variation. In this paper, we have focused on the global pharmaceutical industry as a way to obtain such variation. Our empirical strategy builds on the basic observation that countries whose populations, because of exogenous demographic characteristics, are more likely to suffer from particular diseases are also more likely to have high demand for drugs targeting those diseases.

We have conducted tests of two different notions of the home-market effect. The first test, which is based on what we have referred to as the weak home-market effect, investigates whether countries tend to sell more abroad in sectors for which they have larger domestic markets. In the present context, this boils down to estimating whether the elasticity of a country’s foreign sales with respect to its demographically predicted disease burden is positive. In line with the work of Linder (1961), the answer is a resounding yes. In short, the more we die (at home), the more we sell (abroad).

Our second test, defined by what we have referred to as the strong home-market effect, explores whether the previous effect can be important enough to turn countries with larger demand for some products into net sellers of those products, a stronger implication of Krugman’s (1980) monopolistically competitive model. Our baseline results speak in favor of the strong home-market effect taking place in the pharmaceutical sector, though, in comparison with the weak home-market effect, we are not able to reject the null of no strong home-market effect in some of our specifications.

To delve further into the economic determinants of the home-market effect, we have concluded our analysis by estimating demand and supply elasticities in the pharmaceutical industry. Our estimates point towards the home-market effect being driven by substantial economies of scale at the sector-level rather than a low elasticity of demand. Quantitatively, we have estimated a supply elasticity that is about three-quarters the size of what a monopolistically competitive model, like Krugman (1980), would predict. Recent quantitative work on international trade and economic geography has typically assumed, without attempting to estimate, economies of scale that are either zero, as in Eaton and Kortum (2002), or of Krugman’s (1980) magnitude. In our context, both extremes are rejected by the data. Our analysis, however, demonstrates how a single supply-side parameter can nest these two cases, and how a plausibly exogenous demand shifter can let the data speak freely to this parameter’s value.

Finally, we note that our results provide empirical support to the heterodox view that import protection may lead to export promotion, at least within the context of a specific, but important industry. Of course, whether such promotion is welfare improving or not may depend on the underlying sources of economies of scale, a matter on which our
analysis remains silent.
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Table I: Top 10 Countries in Terms of Sales

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Share of world sales (%)</th>
<th>Share of world expenditures (%)</th>
<th>Number of firms headquartered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>37.12</td>
<td>42.10</td>
<td>356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>12.68</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>11.62</td>
<td>12.67</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>10.67</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>6.77</td>
<td>4.68</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>6.51</td>
<td>4.34</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China, Mainland</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>3.74</td>
<td>524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II: Top 10 Diseases in Terms of Sales

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disease class (WHO system)</th>
<th>Share of world sales (%)</th>
<th>Number of origin countries</th>
<th>Average Herfindahl index across destinations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Other infectious diseases</td>
<td>8.62</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertensive heart disease</td>
<td>6.56</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other cardiovascular diseases</td>
<td>6.30</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ischaemic heart disease</td>
<td>5.99</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other neoplasms</td>
<td>5.80</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes mellitus</td>
<td>4.75</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rheumatoid arthritis</td>
<td>4.55</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other genitourinary system diseases</td>
<td>3.97</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic obstructive pulmonary dis.</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schizophrenia</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table III: Test of the Home-Market Effect (Baseline)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>log (bilateral sales)</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>log (PDB, destination)</td>
<td>0.520</td>
<td>0.545</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.097)</td>
<td>(0.107)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>log (PDB, origin)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.947</td>
<td>0.928</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.174)</td>
<td>(0.123)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value for $H_0: \tilde{\beta}_X \leq 0$</td>
<td>0.000***</td>
<td>0.000***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value for $H_0: \tilde{\beta}_X \leq \tilde{\beta}_M$</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.018**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Origin $\times$ disease FE</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destination $\times$ disease FE</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease FE</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted $R^2$</td>
<td>0.630</td>
<td>0.563</td>
<td>0.540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>18,756</td>
<td>18,905</td>
<td>19,150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: OLS estimates of equation (16). Predicted disease burden ($PDB_i^n$) is constructed from an interaction between the global (leaving out country $i$) disease burden by demographic group in disease $n$, and the size of each demographic group in country $i$. All regressions omit the bilateral sales observation for home sales (i.e. where $i = j$) and control for origin-times-destination fixed-effects. The number of observations differs across columns due to omission of observations that are completely accounted for by the included fixed-effects. Standard errors in parentheses are two-way clustered at origin and destination country levels. p-values are based on F-test of the stated $H_0$. *** $p<0.01$, ** $p<0.05$. A p-value of “0.000” refers to one below 0.0005.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>log (PDB, destination)</td>
<td>0.545</td>
<td>0.533</td>
<td>0.405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.107)</td>
<td>(0.102)</td>
<td>(0.099)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>log (PDB, origin)</td>
<td>0.928</td>
<td>0.740</td>
<td>0.865</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.123)</td>
<td>(0.166)</td>
<td>(0.113)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value for ( H_0 ): ( \hat{\beta}_X \leq 0 )</td>
<td>0.000***</td>
<td>0.000***</td>
<td>0.000***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value for ( H_0 ): ( \hat{\beta}_X \leq \hat{\beta}_M )</td>
<td>0.018**</td>
<td>0.122</td>
<td>0.003***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease FE × origin p.c. GDP</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease FE × dest. p.c. GDP</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Origin FE × disease decile</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dest. FE × disease decile</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted ( R^2 )</td>
<td>0.540</td>
<td>0.555</td>
<td>0.560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>19,150</td>
<td>19,150</td>
<td>19,105</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** OLS estimates of equation (16). All specifications control for origin-destination fixed-effects and disease fixed-effects. “Disease decile” in column (3) represents the decile, of the worldwide distribution based on total disease burden, in which a given disease falls. See Table III for details on construction of variables, sample restrictions, and calculation of standard errors (reported in parentheses) and p-values. *** \( p<0.01 \), ** \( p<0.05 \).
Table V: Test of the Home-Market Effect (Sensitivity Analysis II)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>log (PDB, destination)</th>
<th>log (PDB, origin)</th>
<th>p-value for $H_0: \hat{\beta}_X \leq 0$</th>
<th>p-value for $H_0: \hat{\beta}_X \leq \hat{\beta}_M$</th>
<th>USA only origin</th>
<th>Control for NIH subsidies</th>
<th>Generic drugs only</th>
<th>Drop richest 1/3 origins</th>
<th>Adjusted $R^2$</th>
<th>Observations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>0.545</td>
<td>0.928</td>
<td>0.000***</td>
<td>0.018**</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0.540</td>
<td>19,150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>0.361</td>
<td>1.056</td>
<td>0.000***</td>
<td>0.033**</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.778</td>
<td>597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>0.346</td>
<td>1.018</td>
<td>0.000***</td>
<td>0.040**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.778</td>
<td>597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4)</td>
<td>0.510</td>
<td>0.398</td>
<td>0.004***</td>
<td>0.668</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.472</td>
<td>8,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5)</td>
<td>0.671</td>
<td>0.638</td>
<td>0.000***</td>
<td>0.542</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.446</td>
<td>5,461</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: OLS estimates of equation (16). Columns (1), (4), and (5) control for origin-destination fixed-effects and disease fixed-effects. Columns (2) and (3) use only the USA as an origin country, aggregate disease-level variation to the NIH institute level, and control for destination fixed-effects. Column (3) additionally controls for the log of the value of NIH subsidies within each NIH institute. See Table III for details on construction of variables, sample restrictions, and calculation of standard errors (reported in parentheses) and p-values. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
<th>(4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>log (PDB, destination)</td>
<td>0.545</td>
<td>0.537</td>
<td>0.610</td>
<td>0.542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.107)</td>
<td>(0.115)</td>
<td>(0.087)</td>
<td>(0.107)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>log (PDB, origin)</td>
<td>0.928</td>
<td>0.941</td>
<td>0.843</td>
<td>0.928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.123)</td>
<td>(0.147)</td>
<td>(0.166)</td>
<td>(0.127)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value for $H_0: \hat{\beta}_X \leq 0$</td>
<td>0.000***</td>
<td>0.000***</td>
<td>0.000***</td>
<td>0.000***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value for $H_0: \hat{\beta}_X \leq \hat{\beta}_M$</td>
<td>0.018**</td>
<td>0.033**</td>
<td>0.134</td>
<td>0.019**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample of only $ij$ obs. with $dist_{ij} \geq$</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1,000 km</td>
<td>2,000 km</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control for $\sum_{k \neq j} \ln PDB^n_k \cdot dist^{-1}_{kj}$</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control for $\sum_{k \neq i} \ln PDB^n_k \cdot dist^{-1}_{ik}$</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted $R^2$</td>
<td>0.540</td>
<td>0.540</td>
<td>0.551</td>
<td>0.540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>19,150</td>
<td>16,405</td>
<td>13,141</td>
<td>19,150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: OLS estimates of equation (16). All specifications control for origin-destination fixed-effects and disease fixed-effects. See Table III for details on construction of variables, sample restrictions, and calculation of standard errors (reported in parentheses) and p-values. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05.
### Table VII: Test of the Home-Market Effect (Sensitivity Analysis IV)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>log (bilateral sales)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>log (PDB, destination)</td>
<td>0.545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.107)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>log (PDB, origin)</td>
<td>0.928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.123)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value for $H_0: \beta_X \leq 0$</td>
<td>0.000***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value for $H_0: \beta_X \leq \beta_M$</td>
<td>0.018**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU destinations only</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Below median FDI share</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDB with 1996 demographics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home sales ($X_{ni}$) obs. incl.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted $R^2$</td>
<td>0.540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>19,150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: OLS estimates of equation (16). All specifications control for origin-destination fixed-effects and disease fixed-effects. See Table III for details on construction of variables, sample restrictions, and calculations of standard errors (reported in parentheses) and p-values. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
## Table VIII: Test of the Home-Market Effect (Extensive Margin)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>log (bilateral sales)</th>
<th>bilateral sales</th>
<th>1(bilateral sales&gt;0)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>log (PDB, destination)</td>
<td>0.545</td>
<td>0.382</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.107)</td>
<td>(0.148)</td>
<td>(0.004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>log (PDB, origin)</td>
<td>0.928</td>
<td>1.300</td>
<td>0.054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.123)</td>
<td>(0.534)</td>
<td>(0.013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value for $H_0: \hat{\beta}_X \leq 0$</td>
<td>0.000***</td>
<td>0.008***</td>
<td>0.001***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value for $H_0: \hat{\beta}_X \leq \hat{\beta}_M$</td>
<td>0.018**</td>
<td>0.066*</td>
<td>0.001***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPML estimator</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease FE × origin GDP/capita</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease FE × dest. GDP/capita</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted $R^2$</td>
<td>0.540</td>
<td>0.421</td>
<td>0.486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>19,150</td>
<td>64,728</td>
<td>178,640</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** Column (1) reports OLS estimates, column (2) Poisson Psuedo-Maximum Likelihood (PPML) estimates, and columns (3) and (4) linear probability model estimates, based on equation (16). Pseudo-$R^2$ reported in column (2). All specifications control for origin-destination fixed-effects and disease fixed-effects. See Table 3 for details on construction of variables, sample restrictions, and calculations of standard errors (reported in parentheses) and p-values. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.

## Table IX: Demand Elasticity Estimates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>log (bilateral sales)</th>
<th>log (price)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>log (bilateral distance)</td>
<td>−0.324</td>
<td>0.062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.075)</td>
<td>(0.031)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Origin × disease FE</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destination × disease FE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variety FE</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted $R^2$</td>
<td>0.578</td>
<td>0.881</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>18,638</td>
<td>64,396</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** Column (1) reports OLS estimates of equation (20). Standard errors in parentheses are two-way clustered at origin and destination country levels. Column (2) reports OLS estimates of equation (22); variety fixed-effects control for interactions between all combinations of active molecules, corporations, and disease classes; standard errors (in parentheses) clustered by destination country; sample is based on all MIDAS observations for which prices are reported. All regressions omit the bilateral sales observation for home sales (i.e where $i=j$).
Table X: Supply Elasticity Estimates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>log (total sales)</th>
<th>log (bilateral sales)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OLS (1)</td>
<td>OLS (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>IV (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>log (PDB)</td>
<td>1.241</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.110)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>log (total sales)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.052)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.116)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value for ( H_0 : \left( \frac{1 - \epsilon^x}{1 + \epsilon^s} \right) = 1 )</td>
<td>0.048**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted ( R^2 )</td>
<td>0.789</td>
<td>0.629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>18,905</td>
<td>18,905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18,905</td>
<td>18,905</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Column (2) reports the OLS estimate, and column (3) the IV estimate, of equation (22). Column (1) reports the corresponding first-stage specification. The instrumental variable is log(PDB) in the origin country. All regressions omit the bilateral sales observation for home sales (i.e. where \( i = j \)) and control for origin-destination and destination-disease fixed-effects. Standard errors in parentheses are two-way clustered at origin and destination country levels. p-value is based on F-test of \( H_0 \). ** p<0.05.